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The Unreal and the Real: Selected Stories Volume One
ReadHowYouWant.com
Can a twelfth-century Cambodian king's sense of compassion and
justice translate to the present?
Second Line Simon and Schuster
In a world where humans are enslaved by alien invaders
called Hoots, Charlie, a human "mount", dreams of being
a runner like his father, of seeing his long-lost parents
again, and of the day when humans will rule the world
again.
When She Was Good Small Beer Press
After issue no. 25, NewPages said, “More, more, more please.” SF
Revu suggested, “If you want to support some very wonderful
fiction, than subscribe to LCRW.” So eventually we made another
issue: Eight stories: dread pirate ships, dread submersibles, dread
sheds! Alice, Three-Hat Juan, and welders in love. Ted Chiang on
folk biology. And that cover!
Kalpa Imperial HarperCollins
Emmeline Escot knows that she was born to ride in Seren’s
cutthroat velocipede races. The only problem: She’s female in a
world where women lead tightly laced lives. Emmeline watches
her twin brother gain success as a professional racing jockey
while her own life grows increasingly narrow. Ever more stifled
by rules, corsets, and her upcoming marriage of convenience to
a brusque stranger, Emmy rebels—with stunning consequences.

Can her dream to race survive scandal, scrutiny, and heartbreak?
The Manual of Detection Small Beer Press
Can a twelfth-century Cambodian king's sense of
compassion and justice translate to the present?
Singularity Sky Small Beer Press
“A modern knight-errant on a quest after evil; grotesque,
convincing and chilling.” —The New York Times Book
ReviewFed up with the excesses of the 1970s, Lancelot
Andrews Lamar, a liberal lawyer and distinguished
member of the New Orleans gentry, is determined to stop
the modern world’s ethical collapse. His quest begins with
his wife—an actress who he suspects has been cheating
on him for years. Though he initially plans only to gather
proof of her infidelity, Lancelot quickly descends into a fog
of obsession. And as he crosses the line from sanity into
madness, he will try once and for all to purify the world or
destroy it in the attempt. Mesmerizing and unforgettable,
Lancelot is a masterful story of one man’s collision with
the follies of modern culture, and a thought-provoking look
at the nature of good and evil.
The Mount Penguin
Emma is spending the summer with her Scottish cousins—who
are wonderful material for her attempt to win the School Prize
for most interesting holiday diary. The cousins, lofty Andy,
reserved Fiona, and fierce Roddy, are experimenting with their
grandfather's dilapidated old mini-submarine to see if they can
find a monster in the family loch. Emma Tupper's Diary is a
sometimes terrifying, sometimes broadly hilarious adventure
novel in the spirit of From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E.
Frankweiler and I Capture the Castle. Praise for Emma
Tupper's Diary: "Fish out of water Emma must spend the
summer in Scotland with cousins she’s never met. They’re
somewhat older and get along fine with minimal adult

supervision. Even when they plot to take an old submarine out
on the nearby loch for a spin, adding a Nessy-like monster
head to the top for fun, there’s no one around to urge caution.
It’s the sort of family where everyone is whip-smart,
conversations are fast and fascinating, and statements of fact
are rarely truthful. All of which makes for one extremely
suspenseful and surprisingly thought-provoking
adventure."—Gwenyth Swain (author of Chig and the Second
Spread) "One of my favorite childhood books. . . . Its themes
and plot have come around again, and a smart production
company should scoop it up for a film adaptation."—Atomic
Librarian "An enthralling book, with fascinating characters, told
with humor and wit, and with a story that just might, barely, be
possible."—Book Loons "Comedy of manners? Ecological
allegory? Adventure? Farce?"—Kirkus Reviews Praise for Peter
Dickinson's children's books: "One of the real masters of
children's literature."—Philip Pullman "Peter Dickinson is a
national treasure."—The Guardian "Magnificent. Peter Dickinson
is the past-master story-teller of our day."—The Times Literary
Supplement Peter Dickinson is the author of over fifty books
including Eva, Earth and Air, The Dancing Bear, and the
Michael L. Printz honor book The Ropemaker. He has twice
received the Crime Writers' Association's Gold Dagger as well
as the Guardian Award and Whitbread Prize. He lives in
England and is married to the novelist Robin McKinley.
The English Teacher Penguin
"This definitive collection of Lish's short work includes a
forword by the author and 106 stories, many of which Lish
has revised exclusively for this edition"--Page 4 of cover.
Sherwood Nation Vintage
Unexpectedly promoted to detective when his
predecessor goes missing and a supervisor is killed,
agency clerk Charles Unwin struggles with inexperience
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and nerves during a case in which he encounters bizarre
clues and is framed for murder.
Couch Mythic Delirium Books
The author of the critically acclaimed Memory of Water returns
with this literary ecological tale in the vein of Ursula K. Le Guin
and Sheri S. Tepper, in which an innocent young woman
becomes entangled in a web of ancient secrets and deadly lies
that lie at the dark center of her prosperous island world.
Eliana is a model citizen of the island, a weaver in the
prestigious House of Webs. She also harbors a dangerous
secret—she can dream, an ability forbidden by the island’s
elusive council of elders. No one talks about the dreamers, the
undesirables ostracized from society. But the web of protection
Eliana has woven around herself begins to unravel when a
young girl is found lying unconscious in a pool of blood on the
stones outside the house. Robbed of speech by her attackers,
the only clue to her identity is one word tattooed in invisible ink
across her palm: Eliana. Why does this mysterious girl bear
her name? What links her to the weaver—and could she hold
Eliana’s fate in her hand? As Eliana finds herself growing
closer to this injured girl she is bound to in ways she doesn’t
understand, the enchanting lies of the island begin to crumble,
revealing a deep and ancient corruption. Joining a band of
brave rebels determined to expose the island’s dark secrets,
Eliana becomes a target of ruthless forces determined to
destroy her. To save herself and those she loves, she must
call on the power within her she thought was her greatest
weakness: her dreams.
The Velocipede Races Resurrection House
From the author of The Pleasing Hour: A “moving and deeply
absorbing” novel of painful truths and the refuge of fiction set in a
New England prep school (Newsday). A Chicago Tribune and
Publishers Weekly Best Novel Fifteen years ago, English teacher
Vida Avery arrived alone and pregnant at the elite Fayer Academy.
Living on the campus off the coast of New England, she worked to
become a beloved fixture of the school—and to shelter herself and
her son, Peter, from a painful secret she left behind. Then she
accepts the impulsive marriage proposal of ardent widower Tom
Belou, and the prescribed life Vida has constructed begins to come
apart. As Peter bonds with Tom and his new stepsiblings, Vida
retreats further into the books she teaches. To embrace life and a
chance at happiness, she will have to face the nightmares of her
former self—and shed the pain she has held onto for far too long.
Following her multiple award-winning debut, The Pleasing Hour, Lily
King has written a “domestic drama with the adrenalin-fueled
beating heart of a thriller” (Elle). “King is a wonderfully engaging
writer who creates characters and situations we can’t resist.” —The

Washington Post
The King's Last Song, Or, Kraing Meas Harper Collins
Publishers Weekly Top 10 Best of the Year In her new
collection, Story Prize finalist Maureen F. McHugh delves
into the dark heart of contemporary life and life five
minutes from now and how easy it is to mix up one with
the other. Her stories are post-bird flu, in the middle of
medical trials, wondering if our computers are smarter
than us, wondering when our jobs are going to be
outsourced overseas, wondering if we are who we say we
are, and not sure what we'd do to survive the coming
zombie plague. Praise for Maureen F. McHugh:
"Gorgeously crafted stories."—Nancy Pearl, NPR
"Hauntingly beautiful."—Booklist "Unpredictable and poetic
work."—The Plain Dealer Maureen F. McHugh has lived in
New York; Shijiazhuang, China; Ohio; Austin, Texas; and
now lives in Los Angeles, California. She is the author of a
Story Prize finalist collection, Mothers & Other Monsters,
and four novels, including Tiptree Award-winner China
Mountain Zhang and New York Times editor's choice
Nekropolis. McHugh has also worked on alternate reality
games for Halo 2, The Watchmen, and Nine Inch Nails,
among others.
Collected Fictions Small Beer Press
In a technologically suppressed future, information demands to
be free in the debut novel from Hugo Award-winning author
Charlie Stross. In the twenty-first century, life as we know it
changed. Faster-than-light travel was perfected, and the
Eschaton, a superhuman artificial intelligence, was born. Four
hundred years later, the far-flung colonies that arose as a
result of these events—scattered over three thousand years of
time and a thousand parsecs of space—are beginning to
rediscover their origins. The New Republic is one such colony.
It has existed for centuries in self-imposed isolation, rejecting
all but the most basic technology. Now, under attack by a
devastating information plague, the colony must reach out to
Earth for help. A battle fleet is dispatched, streaking across the
stars to the rescue. But things are not what they seem—secret
agendas and ulterior motives abound, both aboard the ship
and on the ground. And watching over it all is the Eschaton,
which has its own very definite ideas about the outcome...
Tyrannia Small Beer Press
Trying to escape her embarrassing immigrant mother, Vimbai
moves into a dilapidated house in the dunes... and discovers

that one of her new roommates has a pocket universe instead
of hair, there's a psychic energy baby living in the telephone
wires, and her dead Zimbabwean grandmother is doing dishes
in the kitchen. When the house gets lost at sea and creatures
of African urban legends all but take it over, Vimbai turns to
horseshoe crabs in the ocean to ask for their help in getting
home to New Jersey.
The House of Discarded Dreams "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
From the author of Exhalation, an award-winning short story
collection that blends "absorbing storytelling with meditations on the
universe, being, time and space ... raises questions about the
nature of reality and what it is to be human" (The New York Times).
Stories of Your Life and Others delivers dual delights of the very,
very strange and the heartbreakingly familiar, often presenting
characters who must confront sudden change—the inevitable rise of
automatons or the appearance of aliens—with some sense of
normalcy. With sharp intelligence and humor, Chiang examines
what it means to be alive in a world marked by uncertainty, but also
by beauty and wonder. An award-winning collection from one of
today's most lauded writers, Stories of Your Life and Others is a
contemporary classic. Includes “Story of Your Life”—the basis for
the major motion picture Arrival
Lady Churchill's Rosebud Wristlet No. 27 Small Beer Press
In 1974, the Sellers family is transplanted from London to Sheffield
in northern England. On the day they move in, the Glover household
across the street is in upheaval: convinced that his wife is having an
affair, Malcolm Glover has suddenly disappeared. The
reverberations of this rupture will echo through the years to come as
the connection between the families deepens. But it will be the
particular crises of ten-year-old Tim Glover—set off by two seemingly
inconsequential but ultimately indelible acts of cruelty—that will erupt,
full-blown, two decades later in a shocking conclusion. Expansive
and deeply felt, The Northern Clemency shows Philip Hensher to be
one of our most masterly chroniclers of modern life, and a storyteller
of virtuosic gifts.
Stories of Your Life and Others Small Beer Press
The key to mastering any Unix system, especially Linux
and Mac OS X, is a thorough knowledge of shell scripting.
Scripting is a way to harness and customize the power of
any Unix system, and it's an essential skill for any Unix
users, including system administrators and professional
OS X developers. But beneath this simple promise lies a
treacherous ocean of variations in Unix commands and
standards. bash Cookbook teaches shell scripting the way
Unix masters practice the craft. It presents a variety of
recipes and tricks for all levels of shell programmers so
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that anyone can become a proficient user of the most
common Unix shell -- the bash shell -- and cygwin or other
popular Unix emulation packages. Packed full of useful
scripts, along with examples that explain how to create
better scripts, this new cookbook gives professionals and
power users everything they need to automate routine
tasks and enable them to truly manage their systems --
rather than have their systems manage them.
Lancelot Forest Avenue Press
In these 11 stories—and the weird spaces in between—people of
all kinds struggle to free themselves from conventions and
constraints both personal and political. Places ranging from the
farthest reaches of outer space to the creepy abandoned
farmhouse in the middle of nowhere become battlegrounds for
change and growth—sometimes at a massive cost. Tyranny
takes many forms, some more subtle than others, and it is up
to the reader to travel along with the characters, who improvise
and create their own renditions of freedom. Poet and fiction
writer DeNiro uses language like no other. This second
collection of stories explores our relationship to art, history,
and looks at how everyday events, personal and political,
never cease to leave us off balance.
The King's Last Song Orbit
Cyberpunk has brought us films like Blade Runner, Tron, and The
Matrix, and it has brought us now-classic novels like Snow Crash
and Neuromancer. It continues to be a powerful theme in
contemporary literature as writers imagine a gritty, dark, wild, and
wicked future where body modification, seedy elements, omniscient
corporations, and a few down-luck anti-heroes are always having it
out. Inside the covers of this book, readers find stories by the best
and the finest cyberpunk writers — from foundational authors like
Bruce Sterling and William Gibson to new voices like Cory Doctorow
— all of whom write with the fire and zeal that powers the best
cyberpunk writing. Here are stories about society gone wrong and
society saved, about soulless humans and soulful machines, about
futures worth fighting for and futures that do nothing but kill.
Welcome to your cyberpunk world. Welcome to your cyberpunk
world.
Bash Cookbook Algonquin Books
YOU ARE THE FIRST GENERATION RAISED WITHOUT
RELIGION What happens if we are raised without religion or
beliefs? As we grow older, the beauty and disenchantments of
the world temper our souls. We all have spiritual impulses, yet
where do these impulses flow in a world of commodities and
consumerism? LIFE AFTER GOD is a compellingly innovative
collection of stories responding to these themes. Douglas

Coupland takes us into worlds we know exist but rarely see,
finding rare grace amid our pre-millennium turmoil.
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